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Current Perceptions
How do you rate the provision of the following in Rousay Eglisay & Wyre?
Provision of Community Services & Support

40

Tourist & Visitor Information
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Provision of Young People's Activities

11
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Places to Eat & Drink
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Venues for Community Events
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Project Support
Having considered the above model, do you support the development of the former
Pier Restaurant on Rousay as a Community Facility?
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16 Comments were received on why
respondents didn’t support the project.
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Proposed Usage
Following the provision of the new facility, how frequently might you use the
following potential elements?

20

Refreshments / Bistro
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11

Meeting Friends & Family
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8

Clubs & Groups

Children's Activities

3

Visiting Heritage / Muesum Space

3
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Proposed Usage
Is there anything else you feel should be included within a new Community Facility?
Craft Space / Shop

15

Laundry / Showers

3

Pub / Licensed Café

14

Bike Parking

2

Local Shop

13

Car Hire

2

Office / Flexible Business Space

10

Gallery

2

Vehicle Charging Point

6

Snooker

2

Health & Wellbeing Space

6

Café

1

Meeting Rooms

5

Childcare

1

Tourist Information

5

Petrol Station

1

Cinema

4

5

Further Comments
Please provide any additional comments, suggestions, or views on the potential redevelopment
of the former Pier Restaurant on Rousay in order to best serve the community.
Response Theme

Frequency

Consideration on Design, Inclusions, and Service Provision

41

Concerns Noted Around Previous Arrangement (Craft Hub)

14

Negative Comments

13

Caution Around Duplication of Services / Competition

12

Importance of Connection to Ferry, Travel & Tourism

10

Consideration / Comments on Finances & Management

7

Positive Feedback on Previous Arrangement (Craft Hub)

7

Importance of Provision for Community Needs

5

Concerns Over Existing Relationships & Conflicts

5

Concerns Around Provision of Alcohol

1
6

Appendix
Open Ended Question: Please provide further comment as to why you do not support the
project.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

I don't think they should have bought it in the first place.
They've put a big divide in the island
Ruined a business which they should have been supporting
It should be sold and put back to a pub serving food whether the development trust make a loss or not.
The pub was extremely popular with locals and visitors alike.
We already have buildings on the island that house most of the proposed services.
In my mind if the development went ahead the Pier Buildings area would not be large enough to cater for such a project."
The plan as stands excludes a large proportion of the residents on the island. They have been made to feel incredibly unwelcome at the site in
the recent past. The management of the Craft hub at the site has resulted in a massive split in the community with many residents feeling
that any community funds spent at the site will never benefit them or many of their peers. Indeed, it is widely believed that certain individuals
involved in the CIC have not only operated solely for their own interests but possibly in a manner which has, at worst, allowed unsuitable and in some cases illegal activities to be carried out in the vicinity.
Any community project cannot allow unsuitable activities to occur or to be seen to exclude members of the community that it is supposed to
be serving.
In my opinion, a significant proportion of the residents who support this ""community project"" have been responsible for detrimental rifts on
the islands. Rifts which will not be healed by continuing to fund this behaviour with our community funds. Additionally, my observations have
led me to believe that this community space will be tailored towards a small number of residents who aim to use the funds provided to make
profit for themselves primarily from the tourist trade. This clearly does not aid our wider community needs
There are a number of community facilities largely publicly funded but under used. Prime example is the Rousay Community School. The
former restaurant would need yet further funding to accommodate a number of self interest groups seeking space and control. Why did
REWDT and its advisors purchase the site in January when the buildings lease was due to expire 2 months later? What cost a new lease?
This survey starts with the premise that a community facility would serve the local community. What evidence from other island communities
is there to demonstrate sustained use and value for money in terms of both start up and ongoing costs? Do any show ongoing profitability or
are they currently another white elephant?
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• An Art Gallery with artists in residence showing their skills and giving lessons etc while trying to sell their works would seem a better
commercial activity. Otherwise a new restaurant/bar would be welcome."
• This survey is biased leading not to what people asked for. We want the Craft Hub located at the Pier Building running the cafe.
• There are plenty of community facilities on the islands and it is not the place of the Development Trust to provide these.
• I sat down with good intentions of completing this survey but as per usual it's just asking for opinions on what the Development Trust has
already decided to do. I have used the last page for my feelings.
• I will not support the development of a community space for events and group meetings as this facility already exists at Rousay Community
School
• Already a community School which is under used and a building for Heritage Centre and interpretation and two play parks.
• Should not have been bought. Too costly already owned land at Kingery and there was a proposal to build there. Already have a community
school which is under used. At the end of the day there will be the need for people to pay for the upkeep when the turbine stops turning
• The facility should be developed specifically to be used as a shop and cafe. Any other use of the premises would be a waste of the building's
optimal location.
• Self catering accommodation for single person similar to Red Cross facility in Aberdeen, Office space for REWDT so as to vacate the manse.
• Rest room
• In your proposed model, all the options already exist on the island. Duplicating these provisions would adversely effect existing provisions.
Facilities already exist at the school for badminton, pool, basketball, cooking, archery, table tennis, football, hockey and a multitude of crafts with a paid and qualified youth leader.
• There are three meeting rooms for clubs and gatherings, again at the school. It was a white elephant when it was bought, and that elephant is
growing in size. Until detailed costings are provided, I cannot suggest the appropriate option.
• I believe that the average age of the island is over 70 - if transport is not provided they would not make use of the facilities, IF everything is
decamped from the School, then the council will likely close the school. The few who are agitating to move are just empire building. "
• I support a development at the pier that would contain the following elements, hospitality and craft outlet, through the day. Evening
activities, such as music nights sailing club book club etc based on group hire, could also be accommodated in same space.
• The REW should support local businesses including those that are community interest companies such as the Craft Hub. This has been
supported over the years, and has grown to be a valued part of the community provision. (See previous surveys where high percentage
returns show need for craft hub). This survey gives no such option.
• I agree that this development should not compete with local businesses, such as Craft Hub (currently without suitable premises). Or Taversoe
Hotel. However there is a need to provide warmth and hospitality at the pier for visitors. The Craft Hub has done that at a low cost annually to
REW for some years, also providing employment for youngsters and inexperienced in work.
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• I understand that there is currently a rift between REW and the Craft Hub, but I urge REW to fully engage with them, employing mediators if
necessary, to make a way forward possible.
• I do not think that creating offices at the pier is either needed or sensible. Home working has proved a viable option for months, and if that
was combined with a bookable small meeting room at the pier that would be sufficient to offer convenience for all, should continuing to work
at the Manse be an unpalatable option.
• The REW has mishandled this project so far, but I think it must be solved for the future good of the island. And as such the Craft Hub must be
considered an integral part of the operation.
• The significance of having a good place for landing and departure, as part of Rousay infrastructure cannot be overstated. There is no need to
place offices at the craft hub. REW is buying masses of land, if new build offices are thought necessary then they could be placed on that."
• Rousay already has a heritage centre which has been refurbished and the community school offers facilities for the community. Therefore, we
are just duplicating environments and in the case of the heritage centre we would leave behind another obsolete building. I personally would
prefer to see it as a pub/bistro which is how it was developed.
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Open Ended Question: Is there anything else you feel should be included within a new
Community Facility?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pub the community needs its pub back.
A Pub
Local crafts to be given space and a chance to be seen and sold.
Electric vehicle collection point and multi purpose meeting room cinema room and exhibitions.
Electric vehicle collection/drop off point
Electric vehicle charging/collection point. Multi-purpose room for meetings/exhibitions/cinema club.
Electric vehicle collection point. Multi-purpose meeting room for meetings exhibitions cinema club.
Shop, Car Hire, Petrol Station, Island Business Hub to support residents businesses, island craft centre to celebrate local heritage crafts, music
and local crafts people, craft workshops etc.
As a young person, I definitely feel that there could be more recreational activities on Rousay. I would be pleased if the development was in
this way.
I think that a gallery space for local artists and makers to display their work, would be a valuable support to the local community. I think that if
provision is made for this, it should be a fresh venture without links to the previous provision.
That would depend of the size of the facility.
I would not like the REWDT would need to make additional land purchases in order to house an ever increasing project.
Multi purpose areas would be most useful, such as rooms for meetings. With additional storage areas for clubs to store supplies.
Washing/drying facilities - for use by island residents should their machines at home be out of service and for visitors to the island (boats, wild
campers, etc.).
Room set with water and power that could be used to offer independent external services; such as hairdressers, chiropodists, masseurs,
beautician, etc.
Put the licensed bar back in to the premises.
Development Trust offices. An internet hub and office facilities accessible to the community.
A space for the Crafthub
Community shop to future proof loss of provision and provide an outlet for sale of local crafts.
Care should be taken not to disadvantage existing facilities (e.g. the Community School and The Taversoe Inn) particularly if public funds are
considerable.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

I feel strongly that the successful ‘Craft Hub’ which operated in the premises previously should be reinstated.
Spaces for chiropodists etc. to be able to hire.
Trust offices and electric car"
It would need to include aspects that are not already here.
The new facility should complement the buildings we already have so smaller flexible meeting rooms would be useful to enable a variety of
user groups to use the facility.
I think the space should be as multi purpose as possible and be available for all community groups to use. I think it should include a comfy
welcoming room that can be used as a cinema room. a presentation room etc.
As long as it doesn't involve alcohol in any way
The Crafthub should be re-instated this was a valuable asset to the three islands - residents from Egilsay used this facility on the lunch time
stop over for the ferry back to Egilsay and for coffee after Doctors appointments. People on Egilsay sold their crafts in the shop
The Crafthub Community Interest Company - in the two years The Crafthub rented The Pier premises it provided a retail outlet for locally made
crafts, a meeting place for locals and visitors, refreshments, tourist information including leaflets and maps and RSPB walks Information on
Egilsay and Wyre and provided personal local knowledge of the sites on Rousay how to get to them, how long it would take etc, provided
information on and promoted island businesses including the Taversoe The Shop, Trumland hostel and bike hire Trumland Gardens Paddys
tours and RAFT taxi services. The Crafthub facilitated community events for all ages. REWDT should offer The Crafthub a new lease and work in
partnership to facilitate and expand the services for the good of the whole community.
Community facilities on Wyre Rebuilding the Wyre Heritage Centre and replacing the old school for visitors and residents/A couple of
affordable Eco Homes for new residents would help the Wyre population also a later ferry 5.6 times a year when festivals or country shows are
on
Computer access and book club
I support the development of the pier restaurant to continue to be the Craft Hub the successful business was also welcoming and friendly and
a lifeline to many folks. The Craft Hub should never have been closed. It was the most friendly. welcoming warm place you could visit .It was a
coffee, food and work shop or just somewhere to visit to get out of the house. It was a lifeline for many and a massive mistake the Trust have
made.
Pub and cafe but not run by Craft Hub
A bar to serve alcohol
I feel there should be a pub/diner not run by the Craft Hub
Snooker club space for group exercise yoga, tai chi, zumba FBX etc
Is this a generic survey or did you consult the Trust? Craft display/shop. No Alcohol last survey was against this.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A facility for working men and women i.e. a bar
Snooker club
Current building is unfit. It should be open early enough for the first ferry and late enough for the last.
Shop
I think there should be a licensed bar and a cafe
Used and re-used shop to allow groups to raise money for their actuates - similar to what is done on Westray
Tickets, Wifi & printing facilities for residents to use
Tourist information and the do's and don'ts of the island
Provision for safe and secure parking of bicycles etc - protected from the weather. This would benefit tourists as well as residents and would
encourage environmentally friendly transport. I would use this weekly if not more.
Secure cycle centre as there is no provision anywhere at the pier for the community or visitors- I would use this weekly.
Include retail facilities and workshop space for small businesses start up and demonstrations of rural crafts, activities and workshops.
Harmony
Workshops for new businesses. Facilities or rooms for wellbeing, physio rooms, podiatry services, visiting dentistry. Facility for charging electric
vehicles. Clothes washing / drying facilities for visiting yachts, boats etc.
Yes we need a shop to sell locally made craft items as before the purchase with secure exit.
"A satellite mini shop supplied by Marions - serves pier area - community value, and justifies marions profits of sales.
A pub - even if only one night per week agreed to by Taversoe
A small craft area staffed by volunteers and managed by REWDT.
Refreshment space not affiliated with the craft hub. Staffed and managed by REWDT. "
Daycare centre for children
The shop for the craft items - this was rented from the previous owner
A wellbeing facility - showers / laundering area, Facility to be open or available 7 days a week minimum 10 hours
The craft hub should have a permanent position in the new facility it is a wonderful opportunity for local artists etc and great for tourist to
visit.
pub and / or shop
As a home to REWDT it would be a community facility - add tourist info and bus and car hire
Answer to the above are based on there being a licensed pub / bar
A pub, my answers above are based on the community facility having a license to sell alcohol, without that I wouldn't be supporting it as
much.
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needs a licensed bar area
a licensed drinking area (pub)
a community cafe
There needs to be a shop/outlet for local crafts.
An area for craft/art workshops is required"
Maker spaces, rental units for makers and producers or service providers to encourage start-up businesses.
Yes, the provision of a space for the sale of locally produced craft items and conduct craft activities/workshops. In the past this facility has
been highly beneficial to the community, providing focus and income for local crafters, as well as seasonal employment for a number of the
island’s youth, whilst presenting a positive front face to visitors.
• The Craft Hub, as great resource supporting local artists, providing classes and shopping opportunity for visitors.
• Development Trust Offices and Resident/visitor information desk.
• The Crafthub CIC should be reinstated
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Open Ended Question: Please provide any additional comments, suggestions or views on the
potential redevelopment of the former Pier Restaurant on Rousay in order to best serve
the local community.
• Having a separate cafe/bistro area and a separate pub area so visitors can enjoy waiting for the boat and the farmers and other members of
the community will have somewhere to meet again - the pub is the heart of the community.
• Cafe and space for teenagers to meet. Priority 1 spaces for small groups(book club etc)b2 Heritage and Tourist information already in hand
refurbishment of Heritage Centre. Community meeting spaces are already catered for - Green Room and Church Centre. REWDT offices
already catered for.
• The Pier has recently been run by the Craft Hub. In order to ensure financial sustainability and good community relations it is imperative that
the Development Trust works with the whole community to create a facility for use by all. The Craft Hub have shown themselves to be
incapable of these values and aims so the future direction of the project must be managed carefully.
• A room with 2 moveable partitions suitable as use for meeting rooms, cinema room, exhibitions including shows, workspaces etc REW SCIO is
making improvements to Rousay Heritage Centre and the Pier store so the new facility should compliment this rather than duplicate
heritage/tourism services. Whilst the facility could include a space suitable for renting out as a craft shop and refreshment facility(and these
must be separate facilities) the incompetency shown by the board of the previous service provider(the Crafthub) should not be given the
opportunity to happen again.
• The facility must be managed professionally to ensure a welcoming environment which is financially sustainable and something which REW
can be actually proud of.
• The poor management of the Craft Hub has been detrimental to the community so far. I hope the Development Trust will be allowed the time
and patience to develop the facility so that it maximises the potential of the site and is open to the whole community rather than the select
few who are self appointed at the Craft hub The facility should be designed as a multi-purpose for wider community benefit.
• The poor management of the Crafthub has been detrimental to the community o far.
• The Craft Hub was one of the reasons I moved to Rousay. The events of the past year between REWDT and Craft Hub have been a huge mess
and made me want to get involved much less with the community and people generally. I think efforts need to be made to heal this rift even if
all parties need to eat humble pie and talk to each other. I look at what happened in the States recently, and I see similar anger and animosity
reflected in my island community - it saddens me that people cannot show a little more love and respect for each other. A community hub is
definitely needed, but we need a community that isn't at war with itself first.
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• The craft hub have been a big part of the divide on the island, ran by self-centered greedy individuals. They should be removed from
community projects and this building.
• I do not think the Crafthub (including the cafe) should be given automatic access to the building.
• I fully supported the Cratfhub when it was a craft shop that sold locally produced items and offered wonderful and popular craft courses to
residents and visitors of Rousay.
• Since then they have expanded to include a cafe and have been using the REWDT as a cash-cow to fund themselves. It was good to have a cafe
there, where people could meet and have a coffee and a delicious slice of cake, but the REWDT should not need to finance that. Surely if the
business is viable they should not need constant handouts.
• The services the Crafthub cafe have offered could be provided by other people.
• If there was a bistro/refreshment area at the Pier Buildings it would be great for the space to be offered to other interested parties. There are
some amazing bakers/cooks/chefs on the island who would be able to offer an outstanding service given the chance.
• The ill feeling on the island surrounding the Crafthub has caused a massive political rift within our small and fragile community."
• I would propose the REWDT cut their loses with the Pier Buildings, get rid of them.
• They have other land parcels they owned previous to the purchase of the Pier Buildings, these could be used for any development."
• It should include the Development Trust's offices bringing it into the community and making the point that it's for the community.
• Get the cafe up and running again. Be prepared to develop a restaurant/bistro if the need arises. Be prepared to start a community shop if the
need arises.
• As a tourist accommodation provider on the island also providing bike hire it is essential there is provision for refreshments close to the pier
for visitors as well as locals. The Crafthub did an excellent job of providing both as well as displays and selling local crafts. The current shop and
hotel both of which have an uncertain future do not provide an alternative facility which is suitable because of their location.
• Any refreshment area must be run with no additional funding as this would disadvantage The Taversoe (unless like for like funding is given to
The Taversoe too). Also, the de facto situation with The Craft Hub running the refreshments should not be the case and this should be put out
to tender.
• I feel the survey is uninformed as plans and funding are in place for refurbishment of the existing Heritage Centre in the purpose built premises
across the road from the Pier Restaurant.
• The only other Community venue on the island is the Community School which is fine for Weddings, Dances, Concerts and the Healthy Living
Centre. However, provision for smaller gatherings is poor, outdated and shabby.
• The island has an extremely well run Hotel, Bar and Restaurant away from the Pier but a Cafe facility at the ferry terminal and general purpose
meeting area(s) in the redevelopment would serve the island well. Also, as previously mentioned, the Craft Hub should ideally be part of the
redevelopment.
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• The redeveloped area should also provide facilities for the young people on the island.
• Tourist and Visitor information will be available in the Heritage Centre.
• It would have been good to have been able to give my views on the rest of the questionnaire using this online platform. Just because I don't
believe that investing in the pier site is a good idea does not mean that my views should be ignored. This was exactly the same issue as was
picked up by a number of people in the first survey. It would appear that the Development trust do not therefore wish to hear from residents
who do not agree with the project in principal.
• I believe that the closing of the licensed premises has directed negatively on a number of the older members of the community who relied on
a quiet drink to enable them to see friends and relax. The same closing had an impact on a number of residents due to the fact that they
would pick up work at the bar, or perhaps organize contractors visiting more than one business at once therefore reducing costs. The bar and
restaurant were also very popular with many visitors both from around Orkney and beyond.
• There are currently other ongoing projects that would benefit from the space at the pier being used for a variety of different purposes.
• The marina project for example would benefit from a space where users could meet socially and enjoy a drink and possibly a meal. However,
there are currently adequate facilities for Heritage (which is mostly used by tourists), club and groups (school and snookerhall) and children's
activities (school)
• I am of the opinion that the Development trust have been unable to control events occurring at the premises which has resulted in certain
members of the community taking advantage of the site and using community money to harm our community. It may, therefore be best if the
site was sold, hopefully to someone independent and able to provide facilities' that would actually be used by a greater number of people. The
bar and restaurant was able to provide a good living for it's previous owners for many many years while providing a community hub and a
venue when required for events such as the Regatta, Halloween parties and other RNLI fund raising events.
• If the Crafthub CIC remain at the site I fear it will alienate more of our community, resulting in an even greater level of mistrust in the
Development trust by the wider community up until a point where it will no longer have the support from the community it seeks to serve.
• Spaces for people to rent as units to do crafts.
• Managed by an outside organisation to the trust
• I do not think the tourist/visitor information or local heritage interpretation should be included in the facility as there is already a Rousay and
Wyre Heritage Centre that is being further developed for their purposes. I think a Bistro is a good idea as long as it doesn't compete with the
Taversoe and it is not run by the Craft Hub or their staff. I do not think the Bistro should comprise most of the building. The bulk of the space
should be for meeting rooms for kid's activities/clubs or group activities. I think any form of shop should be avoided to avoid competing with
the current shop. The use of the building for REWDT is a good idea and will provide a central location for them. With the Bistro idea a room
could be made available for visitors with a self serve drinks machine/vending machine and comfy seating but without staff, The building would
also be a good space for the church/funerals.
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• The present snooker club needs a new area for their table so this could be a good space for this."
• The Heritage Centre at the pier is about to undergo redesign and improvements, so there is no need to have a museum space. A space for
exhibitions would be useful and would keep the interest of locals and visitors and would attract people to visit the centre. Small rooms that
could be opened into larger spaces would be useful making it multi-functional.
• It could be a meeting space for the church/or for funerals as it's an ideal place for coming across for a funeral. There would need to be a large
enough space for this. The current church centre is under consideration for being sold as there is a very small local congregation who struggle
to keep the present building going. It is an ideal spot for the Development Trust to base their offices forb residents of all 3 islands.
• The electric car could be based there again being accessible to locals and visitors.
• There could be a series of self-contained units with separate electricity etc to be used by a variety of interested groups e.g. podiatry, vet,
recycle/reuse shop- making greater variety and opportunities for the island Also could be more start up or pop up shops to see what might be
successful.
• An area for visitors waiting for the boat would be useful perhaps with a vending machine for hot/soft drinks, snacks, soft seating and tables
where visitors could eat their lunch.
• If it overlooked the pier they could watch out for their boat arriving/leaving.
• A small outdoor area for children to play with a few activities/play items.
• With current upgrading of the heritage displays in the Pier waiting room building and the creation of a heritage artefact display in a renovated
pier office no further space will be needed.
• Linking in integration with Ferry schedules open up as a venue for drinks and toilet facilities.
• Craft Hub and cafe
• As a founding member of REWT I can say the purchase of privately owned businesses on Rousay, Egilsay or Wyre was not why REWT was
started. If the Pier Restaurant had still been presently owned the vandalism and oil leak would not have happened(Complete waste of
resident's money)
• The removal of the Craft Hub was a disgrace. It should immediately be reinstated as a very much used asset to the community.
• I think a cafe or restaurant would be a welcome addition to the building but if one is put there along with other community facilities I believe it
should go out to tender and be run professionally and separately to the craft area. I believe it should be multi purpose with meeting rooms,
offices for community groups to use. I also think having the Trust run from there would make staff more accessible to the community which
would be beneficial to the community.
• Reinstate The Crafthub CIC ASAP
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• How the Pier was operated from 2018 until early 2020 was very well received in the community. It was used by locals and visitors and hosted
many different groups, who have been left with nowhere to go. There is nowhere for parents of young children to casually meet.
• There is nowhere to get food or snacks, except for two private businesses that are far away from the Pier and difficult to get to, or are not
open sociable hours. When the site was occupied by the Crafthub, it was used by vulnerable members of the community where they could
socialise and had access to affordable food seven days a week. I feel that all the site needs in terms of redevelopment is for the building to be
improved and modernised, and for it to be run in the same way it was from 2018. The heritage society have taken on another building at the
pier, so it doesn't make sense to give over space at the old pier restaurant for the same purpose, unless it was to keep fragile displays in a
better environment. I don't think REWDT should have its offices at the Pier either. Having a space with high speed Internet would be beneficial,
but it should serve the community first. Priority for spaces in the new development should be given to not for profit organisations and
businesses.
• REWDT have not done a good job maintaining the existing building or communicating with the community. I would not feel confident with
REWDT managing the development or finished project. "
• all of the above relate to Rousay based facilities and the Rousay pier project. They do not take account of the many months of total neglect by
REWDT of the premises and the lack of information around teh 2020 AGM. There is nothing on Wyre despite mention at the 2019 AGM of
proposals and funding. REWDT is neglecting Wyre.
• I feel quite strongly that there is a danger of taking important facilities away from the community school, which needs protected. This includes
being a venue for events like dances and parties. Some local groups also meet at the school weekly. Other groups already met at the Pier
before it was closed down, and these groups now have nowhere to go. The biggest problem on Rousay Egilsay and Wyre is that it has lost
many facilities in the past few years so instead of trying to do new things, people prefer for defunct spaces to be reinstated.
• An internet cafe with help on hand if required. The internet could be charged at an hourly rate. The fact that no name and address is included
would seem to imply that this is anonymous but the fact is there is a number and also a code stamp I'm not as stupid as you would have me
be.
• REWDT must communicate openly and honestly with the community on all project plans and engage in proper meaningful consultation where
all proposals are given serious consideration, in particular from The Crafthub , the only business seriously affected by recent decisions and
actions by REWDT
• Open up communications with The Crafthub as soon as possible with a view to offering a new lease for a designated area so that The Crafthub
can continue its good work.
• First of all there's a perfectly good Heritage Centre across the road. Secondly Rousay has a Community School which has adequate facilities for
large community events and young people's activities.
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• Some community events were held at the pier when it was the pier restaurant and a bar during the summer months, but since not having this
facility all these events have died out.
• Also there are no facilities at Rousay for visitors to eat or drink or for residents from other islands needing somewhere to go while waiting for
the ferries. It was also a prime location to pop over for a social afternoon on the way back from other events or visiting but alas no more. Also
the beauty of it was visitors didn't need transport as it was right at the pier.
• Then for a while a business called the Craft Hub had the base and at least they supplied tea, coffee, soup, cakes etc but thanks to the
Development Trust they are no more either and as a result of pure neglect the building is now not fit for use.
• The Development Trust are responsible for killing off a lot of social interaction between the islands of Rousay, Egilsay and Wyre not just the
residents of Rousay and if I was a tourist visiting Rousay the last thing I would want to see at Rousay pier was the Trust's offices. They are just
driving people away. They have wrecked a perfectly good business and premises.
• In my opinion it should be restored to it's original bar. restaurant/cafe and a place for social events/music events and the Development Trust
should employ staff to run it."
• I have serious concerns about the development of the Pier building into a community space for events and meeting space for groups. This
facility is already offered by Rousay Community school and it needs to be used to ensure it remains viable. For REWDT to set up a facility that
takes away from the school is irresponsible and not in the best interests of the growth of the island, Aa a Wyre resident I would only use the
Pier restaurant 1-2 times a month if that. I think providing a restaurant/craft hub would help Rousay to encourage visitors to a wonderful
island. Somewhere to get a coffee while waiting for the ferry would be especially good when attending GP or other activities, Getting rid of the
rubbish on Wyre is urgent rusty old cars scrap etc
• Needs cafe light snacks space for groups, space for crafts to sell small items, easy access parking area
• Cafe facility commercially viable. When the turbine money comes to an end each building will have to be maintained by the community.
• A pub is needed on Rousay especially at this location
• I feel a pub/diner would be a massive advantage to the community. It brings people of all ages together and allows people of various ages to
meet and have company while enjoying a refreshment or food. The location of the building is ideal for people visiting the island. Many people I
meet away from Rousay always ask if there's a restaurant still open there and they are usually disappointed to her it's not.
• I feel strongly there should be no alcohol sold on the premises except for very special occasional events. This island has a wide spread alcohol
abuse problem, so another pub would be to the detriment of the island It should be community space for all ages.
• Important to have people/person to welcome visitors and supplement the information to be seen in the Heritage Centre across the road.
• Funding has been received for developing the old boat house and waiting room. Plans and designs are being produced by professional
consultants at this moment so no need to duplicate this.
• If new blend in with the village not a white building maybe a warm red colour also move into the adjacent field.
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• The Pier building is ideal to serve all member of the island. The proposed uses provides services for each sector of the community other than
the workforce who require a place to relax and network ie a bar. They are unlikely to attend "coffee mornings" or any other daytime activities.
A facility for this group would be appreciated, outwith ferry/tourist hours
• Suggest the building should blend in to the Pier and village environment as much as possible
• The REDWT has a track record of wasting lots of money whilst achieving very little. I suggest they take the opposite approach to usual and
keep unnecessary spending to a minimum while keeping outputs high
• Develop the facility to be used as a shop to ensure that the community will always have access to this lifeline service. Consider the benefits to
the local economy ie the community and appreciate the advantages that this particular site has being so closely located to the ferry terminal
as well as the largest hub of people on the island
• A pub and cafe separate from each other would welcome community socialisation appealing to different groups in my opinion.
• No offices for the trust.
• Form is not an open questionnaire
• I feel that the craft hub has taken over the whole property just to make profit for themselves. Their costs were outrageous for visitors on top
of fares.
• Should be pulled down as only community space for our people.
• Supporting project as a tearoom and toilets for visors and clubs - NOT the craft hub.
• I would like to see a craft hub type shop included in the space to allow local crafters a chance to display and sell their goods. I would like some
heritage info there bus as the heritage centre is just about to be developed lets leave the bulk of it there.
• As soon as possible please - Rousay has lost the cafe in the craft hub and it was the only space available to meet friends and for tourist using
the ferry. Residents have nowhere else to go and waiting for years for a replacement could / would result in people moving away to mainland
or other islands which do offer facilities.
• Under no circumstances should any aspect of the management of this facility be undertaken by the current Craft Hub CIC. This company is
corrupt, self serving, and non democratic. The services they have provided to date are poor, ill managed, and dysfunctional.
• We should provide space for the potential use of an island shop and fuel suppliers in preparation for the retirement of our current shop
keepers.
• We should also consider relocating the post office to this location.
• Shower facilities for boating / camping visitors.
• Washing machine and dryer for the same would also be used by locals if their machines blew up until they are repaired.
• Rest room / reading room
• Welcoming space for visitors or locals waiting on the last boat
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• There should be a small cafe facility and possibly retail outlet for local produce. This could be for crafts, food, or other goods.
• The cafe should not be run / organised or affiliated to the Crafthub CIC in any format, The Crafthub have used community funds for personal
gain operating at a financial loss for over 3 years. Employment offered by them only went to their own directors or family members of
directors.
• There is a large majority of the community who did not and do not use the Craft hub as they lined their own pockets. As a CIC they are a
disgrace and have no management expertise. The cafe should be put out to tender. Please feel free to quote any of the above. "
• The development trust already has adequate offices at the manse.
• The REWDT has upset a lot of people by being negative about the Craft Hub shop wanting them to sign a new rental agreement without even
seeing it. There heritage centre has a building across the road. "
• This should not be a home for the craft hub to run. A consignment area for craft sales in the summer run by a volunteer, managed be REWDT
would be efficient. Former craft hub workshops can be organised by individuals applying for REWDT grants on one off events if desired. Any
refreshment area should be completed separate from the craft area and managed independently by REWDT. 2 New REWDT jobs - Craft
consignment manager and cafe manager employed and overseen by REWDT. Remaining staff volunteers / unpaid.
• Former craft hub model not to be re-funded / repeated especially due to recent aggressive communications - do not reward bad behaviour.
• I used to visit the restaurant regularly to enable me to socialise with friends. I feel there should be a pub again. I also think a cafe would help
me socialise.
• Cafe! Public space!
• The most important - and urgent requirement is the provision of a cafe/meeting area which is available most days of the week. Social isolation
has been compounded by COVID, but will still exist in the future. We need somewhere to meet up in a nonregulated manner.
• Include an Interpretation Area for the Archaeology on the island (sadly lacking). Funding is always available for Archaeology projects. This
could be used as the central hub oh the pier side new build - just look at The North Ronaldsay RSPB building, for example. It is a long time
since Rousay had a new purpose built facility
• Having experienced the island in lock down for longer than pre COVID Rousay, I think it is imperative the facilities at the pier buildings are
reopened as a matter of urgency. Unless a viable alternative to the Crafthub are ready to take on the provisions previously provided by the
Crafthub some kind of tenancy should be negotiated with the Crafthub which is mutually beneficial to the community, which may not be as
financially rewarding as might have been hoped for prior to COVID.
• The pier buildings are presently an eyesore serving no one financially or socially, and they have become a divisive issue within the community
rather than a uniting one. I cannot imagine anyone who wanted the pier buildings to be purchased with community funds intended this to be
the case. I would like to see the entire community rally behind the trusties of REWDT and make the pier project a beacon of hope and success
to be enjoyed by islanders and visitors alike for many years to come."
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• The operation of the facility must be a subsidiary of the REWDT. Franchising the running of it to a 3rd party will lead to island factions taking
hold and destroying the good work.
• Consideration should be given to provision of a shop in association with the existing Island shop.
• Charging facilities for electric cars and bikes should be provided.
• The new facility should have cost effective green systems including good insulation, marine source heat pump and solar panels."
• REWDT could hire or provide training grants for professional child minders to promote low cost / free childcare during the day to encourage
non working parents to pursue employment off island rather than perpetuating the cycle of benefit receipt.
• We need a new modern facility, maybe a large room for the travelling cinema.
• Also there needs to be a good space for the craft items to be sold. REWDT don't seem keen on this, lots of residents want it. I am surprised
they bought the building before doing this exercise."
• I believe a well being area would provide excellent facilities for the islands. An area which could provide a working space for hairdressers,
massage, chiropody etc. A bookworm / warm are to relax while awaiting the ferry and to meet friends and visitors to the area. Shower and
laundering for visiting boats and people camping.
• I am unclear as to why the REWDT needs different . new office space. Could their existing office space at the manse be improved or renovated
or whatever is needed? Is a 'central' location really needed for their work?
• Craft shop has cost too much - a waste and few crafters. The coffee shop is poorly done with few takers - another loss
• From the start I thought it a red herring, now believe it to be a fish dead in the water with OUR community funds wasted in previously
supporting a business that was directly in competition with pre-existing businesses again paid for with out money.
• For the new premises to be a viable business, it needs to sell alcohol and food for the community and visitors, also need to cater for the
working men and visiting yachts to the marina (no beer, no food = no yachts) and other visiting boats to the island.
• The pier is the focal point of Rousay and needs to be able to cater for everybody and not just a small minority as it has been."
• Whatever is built should not be a draw on REWDT. If the craft hub are going to use some of the space, they must be self funding.
• Care must be taken to ensure that decisions made truly represent the wants and needs of the community and are communicated in a clear
and timely manner to avoid confusion and distrust.
• Local community is very dependant on visitors to support ferry costs. Local community needs a welcoming place for teas/coffees etc where
loneliness can be combated. The pier is a good place for this as central and with most population. There is a business already geared up to
providing such hospitality and it should be supported - it did not compete with pub or shop
• If the lease has expired who does it belong to and if not the REWDT then what would it cost to purchase so that the whole site is developed.
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• Suggest need to look at all community resources on islands and how they are used as well as what shortfalls there are. One usual feature is
how they are scattered and not in central location at the pier e.g shop, post office, church, Triangle club, Taversoe hotel. A welcoming
place/cafe/craft hub is needed at the pier for locals and visitors but I am not convinced that new offices for the Development Trust are a
priority.
• The lack of any facilities on the island has made the last year much tougher than it needed to be . I understand that social distancing and all
restrictions have impacted on services but a lot of folk live alone and have had no way of meeting when restrictions were lifted.
• Even before the pandemic there were significant issues within the community and polarisation. This has become more pronounced, with little
communication from the trust. Something needs to happen to try and reconcile all the groups. "
• Something that suits the community more than visitors, previously events at that space have been during working days which limits the
audience somewhat. You won’t be able to meet the needs of everyone no matter what is put in place.
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